Card Game Instructions
See the video to learn how to play
at www.ugames.com/match

Contents:
• 32 Challenge Cards
• 48 Cubie Cards (4 sets of 12 each)

Object of the Game:
Be the first player to collect
three Challenge Cards.
Set Up:
Sort the Cubie Cards with matching backs into 4 identical sets of 12 cards. Give each player one set. There are 32 Challenge Cards. We recommend players use the Level 1 cards for their first game and when playing with new players or younger children. Shuffle the selected Challenge Cards and place them in a pile face down in the middle of the table.

How to Play:
Players should spread their Cubie Cards face up in front of them. The oldest player flips the Challenge Card on top of the pile face up and reveals the Challenge pattern. All players race to create the pattern on the Challenge Card using any combination of their own Cubie Cards.
The Cubie Card combination must match the Challenge Card pattern EXACTLY!

- Players can overlap Cubie Cards in any way they wish! Some patterns can only be made by covering up Cubie Card segments with parts of other Cubie Cards.
- Players can use any number of their own face up Cubie Cards. They do not have to use all their Cubie Cards.
- Players cannot include any extra segments in their patterns; the match must be exact.
- The first player to match the pattern exactly wins the round and keeps the Challenge Card.
- Next, players spread out their Cubie Cards face up and prepare for the next round. When everyone is ready, flip the next Challenge Card.
Winning the Game:
The first player to collect three Challenge Cards wins the game!

See our entire line of games and puzzles at:

AreYouGame.com
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